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Acronym Dictionary
AGL = Above Ground Level
APCP = Ammonium Perchlorate Composite Propellant
ATB = Aeronautics & Technology Building
CAE = College of Aeronautics & Engineering
CDR = Critical Design Review
CFD = Computational Fluid Dynamics
CG = Center of Gravity
CP = Center of Pressure
ECS = Extracurricular Student
FAA = Federal Aviation Administration
FN = Foreign National
FRR = Flight Readiness Review
HEO = Human Exploration and Operations
LCO = Launch Control Officer
LIRR = Lunar Ice Recovery Rover
LRR = Launch Readiness Review
MSDS = Material Safety Data Sheet
MSFC = Marshall Space Flight Center
NAR = National Association of Rocketry
OSGC = Ohio Space Grant Consortium
PDR = Preliminary Design Review
PLAR = Post Launch Assessment Review
PPE = Personal Protective Equipment
RFP = Request for Proposal
RSO = Range Safety Officer
SICHOP = Student-Innovative-Creative-Hands-on Project
SLI = Student Launch Initiative
SLS = Space Launch System
SME = Subject Matter Expert
SOW = Statement of Work
STEM = Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
TRA = Tripoli Rocketry Association
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1

General Information

1.1

Team Name and Mailing Address

Team Name: Kent State High-Power Rocket Team
University: Kent State University
800 E. Summit St. Kent, Ohio 44242
Project Title: Project Hoth
Team Name: Kent State High-Power Rocket Team
Date: November 1, 2019

1.2

Team Advisor and Mentor

Academic Advisor
D. Blake Stringer, PhD
(434) 242-2349
dstring1@kent.edu
NAR/TRA Mentor
Steve Eves
(330) 414-5131
fireside2001@aol.com

1.3

Student Team Leaders

Project Manager

Assistant Project Manager

Robert Bissler

Nelson Figueroa

(216) 704-0856

(330) 423-5885

rbissle1@kent.edu

nfiguer2@kent.edu

1.4

Team Safety Officer

Safety Officer
Gage Little
(740) 263-1740
glittle5@kent.edu
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1.5

Project Organization

The Kent State University High-Power Rocket Team (KSU-HPRT) consists of 18 students. For
the 2019-2020 NASA Student Launch, the KSU-HPRT is incorporating a group of 5 students
from the senior-level Aircraft Design Capstone course to oversee and participate in the
competition. The capstone students are primarily tasked with ensuring all deadlines are met,
drafting technical reports, securing funding, and coordinating STEM outreach. Capstone
students are also heavily involved in the research, design, construction, and testing phases of the
project. The team structure is shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: KSU-HPRT Structure
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1.5.1 Team Member Duties
President: Nicholas Stahl
Project Manager: Robert Bissler
Assistant Project Manager: Nelson Figueroa
Safety Officer: Gage Little
Outreach Coordinator: Adrian Rivera-Irizarry
Outreach Member: Andrew Games

Budget Coordinator: Rachel Reese
Social Media Lead: Noah Shupe
Payload Lead: Liam Hale
Payload Member: Adil Syed
Payload Member: Zuher Alhomsi
Payload Member: James Kapsa
Structures Lead: Matthew Zirckel
Structures Member: Caleb Miller

Flight Profile/Electronics Lead: Isaac Samodell
Flight Profile Member: Mitchell Bird
CFD Structures Lead: Jacob Smith
CAD Member: Ian Kerr

1.6

NAR/TRA Section

The KSU-HPRT is working with the Tripoli Northern Ohio High Power & Research Rocketry
(NOTRA) Prefecture #003.
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2

Summary of PDR

2.1

Team Summary

Team Name
Kent State University High-Power Rocket Team
Mailing Address
Kent State University
College of Aeronautics & Engineering
1400 E. Summit St. Rm 202F
Kent, Ohio 44242-0001
November 1, 2019
NAR/TRA Mentor
Steve Eves
Tripoli Certification: 1735, Level 3
(330) 414-5131
fireside2001@aol.com

2.2

Launch Vehicle Summary

Size: 127 in. long with a payload diameter of 7.5 in. and a motor section diameter of 6 in.
Weight: 55 lbs
Preliminary Motor Choice: L2200G-P (5104 Ns)
Official Target Altitude: 4600 ft
Recovery System: 2 StratoLoggers, 4 black powder wells, 1 in. braided Kevlar shock cord, a 168
in. main parachute, and a 36 in. drogue parachute.

2.3

Payload Summary

The Lunar Ice Recovery Rover (LIRR) is a dual motor tracked rover that utilizes a simple spring
and cable body scoop system to collect and recover the simulated lunar ice sample. It can be
designed to weigh up to 15 lbs, and will be approximately 6.8 in. wide, 2.9 in. tall, and 12.6 in.
long.

3

Changes Made Since Proposal

3.1

Changes Made to Vehicle Criteria

In the proposal, the team was investigating two launch vehicle concepts. The team collectively
decided that a variable diameter airframe would best satisfy the mission profile by optimizing the
size of the payload section while minimizing the weight of the entire system. The vehicle will
have a body length of 127 in. Initially, as stated in the proposal, the team planned to construct the
entire airframe out of preglassed-phenolic tubing but has since decided on the payload section
9

being constructed of preglassed-phenolic tubing and the motor section being constructed of G12
fiberglass.

3.2

Changes Made to Payload Criteria

In the proposal, the KSU-HPRT determined that a tracked rover would best satisfy the mission
requirements set forth by NASA. The team has since further developed the rover concept and
plans on testing various designs and components for the rover to optimize the performance.

3.3

Changes Made to Project Plan

Prior to learning the composition of the simulated lunar ice sample, the KSU-HPRT was
planning on utilizing an auger style design to extract the ice sample. The team has reconsidered
the sample recovery method and have decided on a spring and cable ramped bucket design.
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Vehicle Criteria

4.1

Mission Statement

The team’s mission is to successfully design, construct, test, and fly a rocket capable of reaching
an altitude of 4,600 feet while carrying an experimental rover. This mission is designed to test
different methods of collecting simulated Lunar ice

4.2

Selection, Design, and Rationale of Launch Vehicle

4.2.1 Material Selection
A decision matrix was used to help decide which materials should be considered when designing
the airframe of the launch vehicle. In this matrix, the team used the following values:
Durability = 1 (Low Durability) – 10 (High Durability)
Strength = 1 (Low Strength) – 10 (High Strength)
Weight = 1 (High Weight) – 10 (Low Weight)
Price = 1 (High Price) – 10 (Low Price)
Availability = 1 (Low Availability) – 10 (High Availability)
The team decided on these factors based on previous competitions rockets and this year’s vehicle
requirements.
Table 1: Comparison of Alternative Materials

Material
Type:
Durability:
Strength:
Weight:
Price:
Availability:
Total Points:

Phenolic

Blue Tube

1
2
10
10
2
25

3
3
10
9
2
27

Pre-glassed
Phenolic
9
10
3
4
5
31

Fiberglass
10
10
2
4
7
33

Carbon
Fiber
8
10
8
2
3
31
10

As a result of this decision matrix, the team decided to center the launch vehicles material
selection around Fiberglass when possible.
Table 2: Comparison of Alternative Sample Collection Designs

Fiberglass Pros and Cons
Pros
Fiberglass provides great strength and
durability
Fiberglass body tubing is sold commercially
through Wildman rocketry

Cons
Fiberglass weighs more than other materials
such as Carbon Fiber and Blue Tube
Fiberglass is costly

4.2.2 Motor Mount Section Design
In designing the motor section of the launch vehicle, the team first considered the size of the
motor. Given a 5120 Newton -seconds limit on the motor (L-class), the first size parameter
would come from the motor casing dimensions. L-class motor casings are available in both
75mm and 98mm diameters. The team selected the 75mm casing due to the wider availability of
75mm motors and the casing they already have. It was then determined that the diameter of the
motor mount airframe should be at least 6 inches in order to lower the risk of the fins breaking
lose. The 6-inch diameter allows for the fin tabs to be inserted 1.5 inches and glued to the motor
tube in addition to the inside and outside of the airframe. Permanently installing the fins to the
motor mount section, instead of using removable fins, ensures that the fins will not break loose
during flight. The team then determined that the length of the motor mount section should be at
least 34 inches without a parachute and 48 inches to include a parachute. At this stage in the
design, it was determined that the motor mount section would need to be a minimum of 6 inches
in diameter and have a length of at least 34 inches. Below is an initial 3d model of the motor
mount section (without fins).

Figure 2: Motor Mount Design

4.2.3 Payload Section Design
When designing the payload section of the launch vehicle, the team first considered a 6-inch
diameter to stay uniform with the motor mount section. The team considered 7.5-inch and 8-inch
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diameter airframes that would utilize a transition piece to change the diameter of the launch
vehicle’s airframe. After considering the space that a larger diameter would provide for the
payload, it was determined that it would be very beneficial to have a larger diameter. Changing
the motor mount section to a 7.5-inch diameter would make it so the launch vehicle stays a
uniform diameter, but it would add even more weight. After further calculation, it was
determined that adding a transition piece into the launch vehicle would save 4 pounds. A
transition piece allows the motor mount section to stay at a 6-inch dimeter while also allowing
for a larger payload diameter. Further collaboration with the rover team suggested that a 7.5-inch
diameter would allow plenty of space for the rover. It was also determined that parts were more
available in 7.5-inch dimeter than an 8-inch diameter; however, the airframe for the payload
section would need to be made from pre-glassed phenolic. Pre-glassed phenolic is a material the
team is familiar with and is very similar to fiberglass in terms of strength and durability. A
payload section length of 48-inches was determined to be the most optimal as it would allow for
enough space to fit the nose cone shoulder, the coupler shoulder, a parachute, and up to 25 inches
of payload.
4.2.4 Transition Piece
The transition piece mentioned in the payload section design will need to be fully designed tested
by the team as they are not available commercially. The initial design of the transition piece is
going to be 3d printed in order to test the compression strengths of various lengths through the
transition. The piece is designed to fit over the top of the avionics coupler at its 6-inch length and
then extend to 7.5 inches over a course of 5-inches. On the top and bottom of the transition piece,
there will be tabs for the body tube and coupler to bolt into in order to ensure the that it stays
properly fastened to the launch vehicle. Once the piece has been fully designed and tested
digitally, it will then be 3d printed for additional testing and fitting. Once the team is satisfied
that the piece will be able to overcome all forces of flight, it will be CNC drilled out of
aluminum. Using a CNC drill to cut aluminum instead of hand making the piece out of fiberglass
will ensure that it is precisely tolerance and consistent throughout the piece. With the current
design, there is a .3-pound difference between using fiberglass and aluminum. Below is the
initial model of the transition piece.

Figure 3: Transition Piece
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4.2.5 Current Launch Vehicle Design
Table 3: Launch Vehicle Section Sizes

Section Sizes
Motor Mount Section
Payload Section
Transition Section
Avionics Switch Band
Nose Cone
Total

48 inches
38 inches
10 inches
2 inches
29 inches
127 inches

Figure 4: Dimensioned Launch Vehicle
Table 4: Launch Vehicle Section Weights

Sectional Estimated Weight (lb)
Motor Mount Section
Payload Section
Avionics
Total

24.12
23.12
7.92
55.14

4.2.6 Motor Mount Section
The motor mount section is designed to be 48-inches long due to the size of the motor casing and
the avionics should mentioned earlier. With those section lengths in mind, 15-inches of body
tube are left to store the drogue parachute. Keeping the motor mount this long will allow for
plenty of space for the parachute and its shock chord. The motor mount tube will be held in place
by 6 fiberglass centering rings. 2 of the centering rings will be positioned at the very bottom of
the airframe, creating the structure in which the motor retainer will bolt into. The fins will sit on
top of these centering rings. Two more centering rings are designed to go directly above the fins,
sandwiching them between the two sets of centering rings. The final two centering rings will go
at the top of the motor mount tube. They will be the support in which the recovery shock chord
ties into. They will also work to center and hold the motor mount tube in place. This design was
selected over the other lengths and diameters because it provides the lightest weight and most
stable arrangement of parts.
4.2.7 Payload Section
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The payload section is designed to be 38 inches long with and additional 10 inches being utilized
to transition from the 6-inch dimeter into the 7.5-inch diameter. This length was selected because
it best fits the main parachute, the nose cone shoulder, and the transition part of the coupler.
Subtracting the length of the transition and the nose cone shoulder, the team is left with 32inches of space for the payload and main parachute. The initial design length of the payload is
12.6-inches leaving 19.4 inches for the main parachute, shock chord, and additional payload
supplies. This design was selected over the smaller diameter tubing due to its ability to pack a
larger payload.
4.2.8 Fins
A large delta style fin shape was selected to go with this design due to the weight distribution of
the payload and the motor mount section. The Cg location is located a little further back than the
midpoint of the launch vehicle due to the location of the payload, making it so the Cp will need
to be closer to the fins. The large fin shape provides the team with a balanced Cg to Cp location
that satisfies the NASA SL requirement. This will be discussed further in the Mission
Performance Predictions Section.

Figure 5: 3D Rendering of Leading Design

4.3

Motor

The team considered a variety of motors when running the simulations. Due to the expected
weight of the launch vehicle being 55 pounds, it was determined that the team would need a high
total impulse motor with a fast burn time. The faster burn time would lead to the launch vehicle
being more stable once it leaves the pad. The top three motors selected are the L1395, L1365,
and L2200.
Table 5: Motor Comparison

Total Impulse (N/s):
Burn Time (s):
Average Thrust (N):

L1395
4895
3.51
1395

Motor Comparison
L2200
5104
2.3
2200

L2375
4864
1.90
2375
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The Aerotech L2200G provides a good balance between total impulse and burn time. The
L2200G will be used for the Mission Performance Predictions as a result.

4.4

Recovery Subsystem

The team has seen much success in the past using Perfect Flite StratoLoggerCF Altimeters,
which the team also has 4 on hand of.

Figure 6: Perfect Flite StratoLoggerCF

The team has decided to use these altimeters again due to their low cost, high reliability, and
availability. In order to comply with the redundancy requirement of the NASA SL requirements,
two of these altimeters will be used, each with their own power supply. These altimeters will
detonate black powder charges as the primary and secondary methods of deployment. Below is
the team’s planned avionics/recovery system setup.
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Figure 7: Avionics Setup

Another method of deployment that was considered is the use of tender descenders. Tender
descenders allow for two parachutes to be deployed from the same airframe tube. While they
would allow the team to decrease the size and weight of the launch vehicle, the would be less
reliable for a redundant deployment system. The use of 4 black powder charges (a primary and a
secondary for each parachute) is a much safer option for this design. In order to deploy the
parachutes using these separate charges, the launch vehicle will separate right below the avionics
coupler, and at the nosecone shoulder. The charge sizes will be ground tested prior to any launch
to ensure proper sizing. Using a black powder calculator, the initial charge sizes are:
Table 6: Black Powder Sizing

Drogue:
Main:

Black Powered Sizing (g)
Primary
3.00
6.00

Secondary
3.75
7.50

4.4.1 Parachute Sizing
The handbook specifies that the launch vehicle must not exceed a kinetic energy of 75 lbf. Using
this value, the maximum descent velocity can be calculated using equation 1.
16

1
KE = mv 2
2
Equation 1: Kinetic Energy
Where m is the mass of the component, v is the velocity, and KE is the kinetic energy. This
equation becomes equation 2 when solved for velocity.
2𝐾𝐸
𝑣=√
𝑚
Equation 2: Descent Velocity
To ensure that the competition requirements are met, the heaviest section of the launch vehicle
must be used to calculate the descent velocity. The teams’ heaviest section of the launch vehicle
is the motor mount section, and it weighs 20.12 pounds. Using those numbers, the team gets a
maximum descent velocity of 15 feet per second.
KE = 75 ft-lbf.
m = 24.12 lb. = .7497 slugs

𝑣=√

2𝐾𝐸
2 ∗ 75𝑓𝑡 − 𝑙𝑏𝑓
𝑓𝑡
=√
= 14.14
𝑚
. 7497 𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑔𝑠
𝑠

Using that descent velocity, the parachutes sizes can be selected using equations 3 and 4:
4(𝐿𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦 )(𝐷𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦 )
𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑢𝑒 = √
𝜋
Equation 3: Drogue Parachute Sizing

𝐷𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛 = √

8𝑚𝑔
𝜋𝜌𝐶𝑑 𝑣 2

Equation 4: Main Parachute Sizing
where 𝐿𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦 is the length of the body (127-inches), 𝐷𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦 is the outer diameter (7.5-inches),
m is the mass of the launch vehicle in slugs (1.71 slugs), g is the acceleration of gravity (32.17
ft/s^2), ρ is the density of air (0.00238 slug/ft3), Cd is the drag coefficient of the selected style of
parachute (1.5 for dome), and v is the descent velocity.
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32.17𝑓𝑡
𝑠2
=√
= 14.00𝑓𝑡 = 168.00𝑖𝑛
𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑔𝑠
14.142 𝑓𝑡
𝜋 ∗ .00238
∗ 1.5 ∗
𝑠
𝑓𝑡 3
8 ∗ 1.71𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑔𝑠 ∗

𝐷𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛

With a 168.00-inch parachute providing the maximum descent velocity, the team decided to go
up to the next size parachute. The parachute that is commercially available is a 192-inch
diameter parachute. This sized parachute will change the descent velocity to 12.39 ft/s while
keeping the team well within the maximum kinetic energy requirement.
Table 7: Kinetic Energy of Launch Vehicle Sections

Kinetic Energy
Section
Motor Mount
Payload

Kinetic Energy (ft-lbs.)
57.54
55.24

This parachute size will meet the NASA SL descent velocity requirements.

4.5

Mission Performance Predictions

4.5.1 Target Altitude
The team’s target altitude is going to be 4,600 ft. This number was selected in order to give the
team a ballast buffer between fully ballasted and fully unballasted.

18

4.5.2 Simulation Data

Figure 8: L2200 Flight Data
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Table 8: Kinetic Energy of Launch Vehicle Sections

Wind(mph)
0
5
10
15
20

Drift and Descent Time L2200
Time (s)
77
77
77
77
77

5

Payload Criteria

5.1

Objective and Measure of Success

Drift(ft)
0
565
1318
1697
2263

The rover will be deployed from the launch vehicle while in descent via the main parachute, and
then will land near one of the five recovery sites that are scattered throughout the launch field.
After touchdown, the rover must be able to detach from the parachute and be capable of traveling
a large distance to reach the sample recovery area if needed. When the destination is reached the
rover must collect a sample of ten mL of simulated ice. After the sample is obtained the rover
must then be capable of transporting the sample ten linear feet from the recovery site.

5.2

Payload Design

5.2.1 Chassis
For the rover to be properly interfaced with the launch vehicle, it must be capable of fitting
within the 7.5 in. diameter payload section of the launch vehicle. A coated aluminum chassis will
be used during expiremental testing, but the team will be testing a 3D printed or milled chassis.
A 3D printed chassis made out of a thermoset plastic could provide a lightweight, yet durable
frame which would be capable of withstanding the rigorous launch and flight of the mission. A
light chassis for the rover could provide advantages to the flight of the launch vehicle, but
disadvantages could arise when it comes to collecting the simulate ice sample. Due to the lack of
weight of the rover, it could make digging into the ice sample more difficult.
5.2.2 Rover Navigation
The rover must be able to navigate a freshly tilled farmland terrain, which can prove to be very
challenging for a small rover. With the terrain being rigid, careful consideration of the
wheel/track size and how many wheels or tracks should be taken. The leading rover design must
be able to properly fit into the payload section of the launch vehicle’s 7.5 in. diameter body tube.
It also must be durable enough withstand the g-force that the lauch vehicle exerts as well as the
dynamic stresses associated with a hard landing. The rover’s method of navigation must be
optimized for the given conditions of the launch field.
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Table 9: Comparison of Alternative Rover Designs

Design
Four Wheeled Rover

Pros
High stability
Simplicity
Center of gravity at the center
of the rover

Two Wheeled Rover

Tracked Rover

Lightweight
Sleek design allows for larger
wheels and body
Larger body allows for
increased space for sample
collection components
High stability
High traction
Ability to effectively navigate
most terrains in most
conditions

Cons
Less traction than treads
Low clearance height in the
center allowing vehicle to get
stuck at the top of a ridge
Wheels would be infeasibly
small due to size constraints of
the payload section.
Stability and balance
Requires additional electrical
components to remain stable
Center of gravity below axle
Tracks tend to be brittle
Very little shock absorption
upon landing
Tracks can get congested with
dirt and become ineffective

Figure 9: Isometric 3D CAD Representations of the Preliminary Four Wheeled Rover Design
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Figure 10: Isometric 3D CAD Representations of the Preliminary Two Wheeled Rover Design

Figure 11: Isometric 3D CAD Representations of the Preliminary Tracked Rover Design

5.2.3 Simulated Lunar Ice Sample Extraction
The rover must be capable of collecting 10 mL of a simulated lunar ice sample. The design must
be capable of collecting and safely transporting the simulated ice and in addition, it also must be
able to maintain structural integrity during flight and landing.
Table 10: Comparison of Alternative Sample Collection Designs

Design
Auger Drill

Pros
Very effective with solid ice
Capable of collecting buried
samples

Cons
Ineffective with loose solids
Requires a moderate amount
of downward force to collect
sample

Ramped Bucket

Requires little power or
downward force
Simplicity of design

Occupies a large amount of
space
Reduces ground clearance of
rover

Ability to collect a large
sample amount
22

The primary reason for choosing a ramped bucket design for ice sample collection is the simple
and discrete qualities of the mechanism. The ramped bucket will have few moving parts, making
it reliable and durable and minimizes chances of equipment malfunction. Below are models of
the ramped bucket.

Figure 12: 2D CAD Rover Model Showing Ramped Bucket Sample Recovery Mechanism

Figure 13: CAD Representation of Ramped Bucket Sample Recovery Mechanism

The KSU-HPRT plans to make the ramped bucket spring loaded with two cables anchored to the
front, controlled by a servo, to control deployment. The ramped bucket will be designed with two
side walls as well as a front ridge to prevent the ice sample from escaping after collection. This

23

design is simple and has a discrete design by having the ability to retract back into the rover,
preventing any interference with rover navigation.

6

Safety
Table 11: Risk Assessment Codes

Severity
Frequency

1
Catastrophic

2
Critical

3
Serious

4
Minor

1A
1B
1C
1D
1E

2A
2B
2C
2D
2E

3A
3B
3C
3D
3E

4A
4B
4C
4D
4E

A - Frequent
B - Probable
C - Occasional
D - Remote
E - Improbable

Level of Risk
Catastrophic
Critical
Serious
Minor

Table 12: Risk Level & Mitigation
Acceptance Level and Approval Authority Required
Unacceptable. Risk mitigation required to continue.
Undesirable. Documented approval by mentor and safety officer required.
Acceptable. Mitigation required.
Acceptable. Minimal mitigation required.

Description
A - Frequent

Table 13: Risk Probability Definitions
Qualitative Definition
Expected to occur immediately or continuously.

B - Probable

Likely to occur frequently.

C - Occasional Expected to occur intermittently.
D - Remote
Unlikely. Possible with further usage and testing.
E - Improbable Very unlikely with repeated usage and testing.

Quantitative Definition
Probability > 50%
50% > Probability >
15%
15% > Probability >5%
5% > Probability > 1%
1% > Probability

Table 14: Severity Definitions
Description Project Plan
Health and Safety Facilities and Hardware
Permanent loss of
Severe injury or
Catastrophic Mission failure
equipment and facility
loss of life
functionality.
Critical
Major setback Severe injury
Major damage
Minor mission
Serious
Minor injury
Minor damage
delay
Minor

Minimal/No
mission delay

Minimal/No injury

Minimal/No damage

Environmental
Irreversible
damage
Major damage
Minor damage
Minimal/No
damage
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6.1

Personnel Hazards Analysis

The KSU-HPRT does not expect to encounter any serious safety concerns during the building,
launching or recovery of either the sub-scale rocket or the full-scale rocket. With safety being the
top priority of the KSU-HPRT, the team is acting proactively to prevent any safety risks. All
construction will only be carried out by team members with a mentor monitoring. Before
construction of the rocket the safety officer will go over the safety risk assessment worksheet and
mitigations for all construction activities happening during that club meeting time to ensure
optimal safety. During construction of the rocket, the safety officer will always be present to
ensure safety protocol is being followed. After each construction meeting time the safety officer
and project manager will ensure that all dangerous equipment being used is put safely back in
their original cases. The KSU-HPRT lab will have the risk assessment worksheet posted in the
lab for all team members and mentors to reference. Before team members can use machinery or
go into the Material Processes Lab, they are required to pass a safety test that is developed by
Kent State University and be responsible for wearing PPE at all times when in the lab.

6.2

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

There are many different failure modes that can exist for the Launch Vehicle and payload. Each
of these failure modes is discussed in the table below. Many of these mitigations will be verified
after more testing is completed. The most pertinent failure modes are listed below:
1. Motor suffers from damage or catastrophic failure. Catastrophic failure of a launch
vehicles motor is always a high concern when working with high-powered rockets, but
there are many steps that can be taken to mitigate these problems. Most importantly, the
motors are all handled and supervised by the team mentor and Safety Officer which
decreases the chances of errors happening while constructing or launching the launch
vehicle.
2. All parts of the recovery system fail. The recovery system is complex and has many
different failure modes. With repeated testing and use, mitigations can be created to
decrease the likelihood of harm to personnel or equipment. All recovery systems will have
multiple backup systems if anything should go wrong. During the launch days only,
qualified individuals who have been briefed on the safety procedures will be authorized to
handle the equipment.
3. The rover is damaged from structural or deployment issues. Damage to the rover structure
can compromise the ability for the rover to function properly and can cause damage to
other part of the launch vehicle. To mitigate this problem the Kent State High-Power
Rocket Team has designed their rocket to withstand the high force of the launch vehicle
ascending into the air.
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Table 15: Failure Modes and Effect Analysis
Hazard
Cause
Effect
PreMitigation Verification
RAW
Plan
Ejection
The
Launching
2C
The
Parachutes
charges
Stratologger of the
Stratologger will
fail to
is not
launch
will be
successfully
ignite.
connected
vehicle is
added to the deploy
which does momentarily
safety
during
not send a
delayed
checklist.
launch
signal to the until the
The
confirming
black
launch
Stratologger the
powder
vehicle can
will be
successful
charges to
be taken
checked
mitigation
go off.
apart and
several
plan.
put together
times
properly.
before the
launch to
check
continuity.
The main The
The Launch 1D
Checking
The main
parachute altimeter is Vehicle
that the
parachute
fails to
not properly descends to
altimeter
will deploy
deploy.
connected
the ground
and electric 500 feet
to send a
at a high
match are
before
signal for
velocity
both
landing.
the main
causing
properly
parachute to severe
connected
deploy. The damage to
will be
electric
the Launch
added to the
match is not Vehicles
safety
properly
body.
checklist.
connected
to the Strat
logger
causing a
delay in
deployment.
The main
Pressure
The launch
4D
The
The main
parachute anomaly in vehicle
checklist
parachute
releases at avionics
drifts
will include will deploy
apogee.
bay,
several
making sure at 500 feet
causing
miles from
that the
and not ap
main
where it
main
apogee.
parachute to would
parachute is
deploy at
originally
properly
apogee.
land.
linked.

PostRAW
4E

1E

4E

Electronic
systems
run out of
battery.

Changing
batteries is
not included
in the safety
checklist.

Parachutes
won’t
deploy. The
rover won’t
be able to
turn on and
drive.

1D

Changing
the batteries
regularly
will be
added to the
safety
checklist.

Ejection
charges
go off
during the
set up for
launch.

The
Stratologger
is on while
setting up
the charges.

Small
explosion
will occur,
causing
potential
damage to
surrounding
launch
vehicle
equipment.

2D

Launch
switch
gets
turned on
before the
team is
ready to
launch.

A team
member
accidentally
turns the
switch on
while the
launch team
is setting up
the launch
vehicle.

The launch
vehicle
launches
before it’s
time,
causing
danger for
personnel
and
potential
damage to
the launch
vehicle
body if it is
not set up
properly.

1D

The Safety
Officer will
ensure that
the
Stratologger
is not
turned on
while the
ejection
charges are
being
added. All
team
members
will wear
PPE for
precaution
against
potential
hazards.
The switch
to launch
the rocket
will be
placed
where team
members
cannot
accidentally
turn it on
while
setting up
the launch
vehicle.

The
parachutes
will deploy
at proper
times and
the rover
will be able
to drive.
The ejection
charges will
not go off
until time.

1E

The switch
will not be
turned on
prematurely
to the
vehicle
launch.

1E

2E

6.3

Rover
batteries
run low.

Changing
rover
batteries is
not on the
safety
checklist.

The rover is
not able to
drive to
complete its
mission.

3D

Drogue
parachute
is set to
deploy at
500 feet.

The wiring
is set up
incorrectly
causing the
drogue
parachute to
deploy at
500 feet
instead of
apogee.

The launch
vehicle
drifts
significantly
causing the
drogue
parachute to
not be much
use.

1D

Changing
rover
batteries is
put on the
safety
checklist.

The rover
3E
will not run
out of
batteries and
is able to
complete its
mission.
Making
The drogue 1E
sure that the parachute
drogue and deploys at
main
apogee.
parachutes
are hooked
up to the
proper parts
of the
rocket are
added to the
safety
checklist.

Environmental Hazards

Many hazards to the environment are from failures from the launch vehicle and UAV. All
mitigations are in place but will not be fully tested until the full-scale launch vehicle is tested.
Some mitigations include safety regulations regulated by the NAR that have been put in place to
protect the environment during launch vehicle testing.

Hazard
KSU HPRT
members
leave trash
such as
plastic,
motors and
black
powder at
the launch
site.

Table 16: Environmental Hazards
Cause
Effect
PreMitigation
RAW
KSU
Trash is left CII
All KSU
HPRT
on the
HPRT
members
launch site,
members
are
resulting in
will throw
careless
unnecessary
away their
before
liter on the
trash in a
leaving
launch site
designated
the launch that can
trash bag
site,
cause
that will be
resulting
damage to
taken with
in
the
the team
unneeded environment
before
pollution. and violate
leaving the
local laws.
site.

Verification PostPlan
RAW
KSU HPRT EIII
safety
officer will
ensure that
all trash is
taken from
the site
before
leaving.

Black
powder is
left out on
the launch
site during
launch.

Team
members
do not
safely
store
black
powder
after use.

Potential fire BI
hazard to
surrounding
environment.

Debris from
UAV is left
at launch
site.

Team
members
do not
clean up
launch
site after
launching.

Parts of the
UAV will be
left on the
field causing
preventable
pollution to
the area.

Parts of the
launch
vehicle are
left at the
launch site.

Team
members
do not
make sure
that all
equipment
is
recovered

Trash that is CII
left from the
launch
pollutes the
environment.

CII

KSU HPRT
members
will make
sure that all
black
powder is
enclosed in
its original
container
after use.
Team
members
will be
wearing
Personal
Protective
Equipment
to ensure
that
personnel
are not
injured.
UAV team
will ensure
that all
trash is
picked up
after
launching.

The safety
officer will
add
cleaning up
launch
parts to the
safety
checklist.

Safety
EIII
officer will
check to
make sure
the black
powder is
not exposed
in the
environment
while
launching.

Cleaning up EIV
all trash
after
launching
will be
added to the
safety
checklist.
The safety
officer will
check that
all parts of
the UAV are
cleaned up
after
launching.
After each
EIV
launch the
safety
officer and
other team
leads will
make sure
the

after
launching.
Punctured
battery
spreads
hazardous
materials on
the launch
site.

Hard
landing of
the launch
vehicle.

Can cause
damage to
the
environment
and potential
fires.

CII

Animals
and plants
in the
environment
become
exposed to
high
frequency
radiation
during the
launch.

Radio for
launch
vehicle
lands too
close to
wildlife
which
causes
harmful
radiation.

Radio emits
high levels
of radiation
to wildlife
nearby.

BII

Fire is
created
from
electrical
short.

Created
when
there is
exposed
wiring.

Fire is
started when
electrical
components
are exposed
and start a
fire.

BI

launching
site is
cleaned up.
Batteries
Test
EIII
will be
launches
secured
will be
tightly in
conducted
the avionics to ensure
bay to
that the
ensure that batteries can
they do not withstand
move
the launch.
during
flight.
KSU HPRT The
EIII
will no use competition
radio
does not
frequencies allow radio
that are
frequencies
high
to be greater
enough to
than 5.0V.
cause
damage to
surrounding
animals and
plants.
There will
KSU HPRT EIII
be no
will check
exposed
before each
wires
launch that
during pre- there are no
launch
exposed
procedures wires. If the
or
team finds
launching
one, it will
of the
be replaced
launch
before
vehicle.
launching.
Team
members
will be
wearing
long
sleeves,
long pants
and closed

toe shoes to
ensure
personnel
do not get
burned.

6.4

Hazards to the System from the Environment

The environment has extensive impact on the launch vehicle. The launch vehicle is affected by
forces like pressure, lift and drag which can impact the structure of the launch vehicle over time.
Landing is also a large hazard to the launch vehicle, as the launch vehicle can succumb to several
hazards while descending and finally landing.

Hazard
Dirt or
mud gets
inside
launch
vehicle
when
landing.

The
parachutes
are
damaged
during
landing.

Table 17: Hazards to the System from the Environment
Cause
Effect
PreMitigation Verification
RAW
Plan
The structure The
3D
KSU
Cleaning the
of the launch launch
HPRT will rocket and
vehicle fails
vehicle
make sure making sure
to shield
has mud
there is no that the
environmental and dirt on
dirt or mud system is
factors from
the inside
left inside not affected
the launch
of the
the rocket
by any dirt
vehicle.
launch
after
or mud will
vehicle,
launching. be added to
causing
the safety
the system
checklist
to not
and checked
work
regularly.
properly.
The
The
3D
Before
The safety
parachutes are launch
each
officer and
tangled before vehicle
launch the structures
the launch
will
parachutes team lead
vehicle lands. descend at
will be
will make
higher
checked to sure the
rates than
make sure parachutes
necessary
they are in are checked
and cause
the
after each
damage to
appropriate launch.
the
areas of
parachutes
the launch
and launch
vehicle
vehicle.
and not
damaged.
After the

PostRAW
3E

3E

Launch
vehicle
lands in
water
causing
damage to
electronics
bay.

The launch
vehicles
structure is
damaged
causing water
to enter the
structure.

Damage to
electronics
bay and
loss of
data.

2D

High
winds
cause
launch
vehicle to
crash.

Excessive
airflow causes
the launch
vehicle to
become
unstable.

Crash
3D
occurs due
to high
winds and
horrible
flying
conditions.

launch, the
parachutes
will be
examined
for any
damage
that could
indicate
that the
parachute
needs
replaced.
KSU
HPRT will
check for
any
structural
damages
on the
launch
vehicle
after each
launch.
The safety
officer will
check the
weather
before
launching
to ensure
that the
weather is
safe.

The safety
2E
officer will
add to the
safety
checklist
checking the
launch
vehicle for
structural
damages.
The safety
officer will
verify with
the team
mentor and
program
manager on
if the
weather
conditions
are safe to
fly in.

3E

7

Project Plan

7.1

Requirements Verification

7.1.1 General Requirements

General Requirements
NASA SL 1.1. Students on the team will
do 100% of the project, including design,
construction, written reports,
presentations, and flight preparation with
the exception of assembling the motors
and handling black powder or any variant
of ejection charges, or preparing and
installing electric matches (to be done by
the team’s mentor). Teams will submit
new work. Excessive use of past work
will merit penalties.

Method

Verification

Demonstration Only members of the KSUHPRT will complete the
requirements of the competition
as specified in this section. The
team’s mentor, Steve Eves, will
handle the black powder, ejection
charges, and the installation of
electric matches.

NASA SL 1.2. The team will provide and Demonstration The KSU-HPRT Project
maintain a project plan to include, but not
Manager will ensure that a
limited to the following items: project
preliminary schedule is included
milestones, budget and community
in this proposal. This will outline
support, checklists, personnel
the team’s current scheduled
assignments, STEM engagement events,
events and how they plan to meet
and risks and mitigations.
all deadlines.
NASA SL 1.3. Foreign National (FN)
team members must be identified by the
Preliminary Design Review (PDR) and
may or may not have access to certain
activities during launch week due to
security restrictions. In addition, FN’s
may be separated from their team during
certain activities on site at Marshall
Space Flight Center.

Demonstration Foreign Nationals will be
identified prior to the application
for our NASA Space Grant fund.
This will satisfy this requirement,
and the KSU-HPRT
acknowledges that FN’s may not
have access to certain activities.

NASA SL 1.4. The team must identify all Demonstration Team members that will travel
team members attending launch week
with the team to the launch week
activities by the Critical Design Review
will be selected based on the
(CDR). Team members will include:
KSU-HPRT bylaws. These
a. Students actively engaged in the
members will be identified prior
project throughout the entire year.
to the completion of the CDR.
b. One mentor.
The team’s mentor and academic
c. No more than two adult educators.
advisor will also be travelling
with the team to launch week.
NASA SL 1.5. The team will engage a
minimum of 200 participants in
educational, hands-on science,
technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) activities, as
defined in the STEM Engagement
Activity Report, by FRR. To satisfy this
requirement, all events must occur
between project acceptance and the FRR
due date and the STEM Engagement
Activity Report must be submitted via
email within two weeks of the
completion of the event.
NASA SL 1.6. The team will establish a
social media presence to inform the
public about team activities.
NASA SL 1.7. Teams will email all
deliverables to the NASA project
management team by the deadline
specified in the handbook for each
milestone. In the event that a deliverable
is too large to attach to an email,
inclusion of a link to download the file
will be sufficient.
NASA SL 1.8. All deliverables must be
in PDF format.

Demonstration The team has already begun
scheduling outreach events with
5 currently planned events. The
team will continue to schedule
and conduct STEM related
events to develop interest in
STEM fields.

Demonstration The KSU-HPRT social media
pages will be updated and run by
a social media team lead this
year.
Demonstration The KSU-HPRT Project
Manager will ensure that all
deliverables are submitted on
time and in PDF format to the
NASA SL staff.

Demonstration The KSU-HPRT Project
Manager will ensure that all
deliverables are submitted in
PDF format.
NASA SL 1.9. In every report, teams will Demonstration The KSU-HPRT Project
provide a table of contents including
Manager will ensure that all
major sections and their respective subreports contain a table of
sections.
contents for all major sections in
addition to the subsections.

NASA SL 1.10. In every report, the team
will include the page number at the
bottom of the page.
NASA SL 1.11. The team will provide
any computer equipment necessary to
perform a video teleconference with the
review panel. This includes, but is not
limited to, a computer system, video
camera, speaker telephone, and a
sufficient Internet connection. Cellular
phones should be used for speakerphone
capability only as a last resort.
NASA SL 1.12. All teams will be
required to use the launch pads provided
by Student Launch’s launch services
provider. No custom pads will be
permitted on the launch field. At launch,
8-foot 1010 rails and 12-foot 1515 rails
will be provided. The launch rails will be
canted 5 to 10 degrees away from the
crowd on launch day. The exact cant will
depend on launch day wind conditions.

Demonstration The KSU-HPRT Project
Manager will ensure that page
numbers are included at the
bottom of each report.
Demonstration The KSU-HPRT President will
ensure that proper facilities are
lined up to perform the video
teleconferences and review
panels.

Demonstration The KSU-HPRT acknowledges
that the launch pad provided by
NASA SL’s launch service
provider must be used. The team
will not utilize a custom launch
pad.

NASA SL 1.13. Each team must identify Demonstration The KSU-HPRT mentor has
a “mentor.” A mentor is defined as an
been identified as Steve Eves.
adult who is included as a team member,
Mr. Eves is level 3 certified and
who will be supporting the team (or
is in good standing with TRA.
multiple teams) throughout the project
year and may or may not be affiliated
with the school, institution, or
organization. The mentor must maintain a
current certification, and be in good
standing, through the National
Association of Rocketry (NAR) or
Tripoli Rocketry Association (TRA) for
the motor impulse of the launch vehicle
and must have flown and successfully
recovered (using electronic, staged
recovery) a minimum of 2 flights in this
or a higher impulse class, prior to PDR.
The mentor is designated as the
individual owner of the rocket for
liability purposes and must travel with
the team to launch week. One travel
stipend will be provided per mentor
regardless of the number of teams he or
she supports. The stipend will only be
provided if the team passes FRR and the
team and mentor attend launch week in
April.
7.1.2 Vehicle Requirements

Vehicle Requirements
NASA SL 2.1. The vehicle will deliver
the payload to an apogee between 3,500
and 5,000 ft above ground level (AGL).

Method
Test,
Demonstration

NASA SL 2.2. Teams shall identify their Analysis,
target altitude goal at the PDR milestone. Demonstration
The Declared target altitude will be used
to determine the team’s altitude score
during Launch Week.
NASA SL 2.3. The vehicle will carry
Demonstration
one commercially available, barometric
altimeter for recording the official
altitude used in determining the Altitude
Award Winner.

Solution
The KSU-HPRT Propulsions
and Structures teams will work
to ensure the launch vehicle is
designed in a manner that
satisfies these parameters.
The KSU-HPRT will have a
target altitude declared by the
PDR milestone to satisfy this
requirement.
The KSU-HPRT launch vehicle
will contain one Jolly Logic
AltimeterTwo, one Jolly Logic
AltimeterThree, and one

NASA SL 2.4. The launch vehicle will
be designed to be recoverable and
reusable. Reusable is defined as being
able to launch again on the same day
without repairs or modifications.

Analysis,
Demonstration

NASA SL 2.5. The launch vehicle will
Demonstration
have a maximum of 4 independent
sections. An independent section is
defined as a section that is either tethered
to the main vehicle or is recovered
separately from the main vehicle using
its own parachute.

NASA SL 2.6. The launch Vehicle will
be capable of being prepared for flight at
the launch site within 2 hours of the time
the Federal Aviation Administration
flight waiver opens.

Test, Analysis,
Demonstration

NASA SL 2.7. The launch vehicle and
payload will be capable of remaining in
launch-ready configuration on the pad
for a minimum of 2 hours without losing
functionality of any critical on-board
components.
NASA SL 2.8. The launch vehicle will
be capable of being launched by a
standard 12V direct current firing
system,

Test,
Demonstration

NASA SL 2.9 The launch vehicle will
require no external circuitry or special
ground support equipment to initiate
launch.

Demonstration

NASA SL 2.10 The launch vehicle will
use a commercially available solid motor
propulsion system using ammonium

Demonstration

Test,
Demonstration

StratoLogger SL100 to satisfy
this requirement.
The KSU-HPRT structures
team will design the launch
vehicle so that it uses reusable
materials. It will be robust
enough that it will be able to
launch again on the same day
without the need for any
modifications or repairs.
The KSU-HPRT Structures
Team will ensure that the
launch vehicle is designed to
have a maximum of 4
independent sections. The
currently proposed design
includes 4 independent
sections. (Motor Mount and
main parachute, drogue
parachute, payload, and
nosecone).
The KSU-HPRT Structures
Team will design the rocket in a
way that ensures that it can be
prepared within 2 hours of the
time in which the waiver was
opened.
The KSU-HPRT Flight
Performance / Electronics Team
will ensure that the launch
vehicles electronics are capable.
The KSU-HPRT Structures
Team will ensure that the
launch vehicle is designed to
operate off of a 12V direct
current firing system.
The KSU-HPRT Structures
Team and Electronics Team
will ensure that no additional
ground circuitry will be
required to initiate launch.
The KSU-HPRT Flight
Performance / Electronics Team
will ensure that the launch

perchlorate composite (APCP) which is
approved and certified by NAR,TRA,
and/or the CAR.

NASA SL 2.11 The launch vehicle will
be limited to a single stage.

Demonstration

NASA SL 2.12 The total impulse
provided by a college or university
launch will not exceed 5,120 Ns (LClass).

Demonstration

NASA SL 2.13 Pressure vessels on the
Demonstration
vehicle will be approved by the RSO and
will meet the following criteria: 2.13.1
The minimum factor of safety will be 4:1
with supporting design documentation
included in all milestone reviews. 2.13.2
Each pressure vessel will include a
pressure relief valve that sees the full
pressure of the tank and is capable of
withstanding the maximum pressure and
flow of the tank. 2.13.3 Full pedigree of
the tank will be described, including the
history of the tank, including number of
pressure cycles put on the tank, by
whom, and when.
NASA SL 2.14. The launch vehicle will Analysis,
have a minimum static stability margin
Demonstration
of 2.0 at the point of rail exit.

NASA SL 2.15. Any structural
Analysis,
perturbance on the rocked will be located Demonstration
aft of the center of gravity.

NASA SL 2.16. The launch vehicle will
accelerate to a minimum velocity of 52
fps at rail exit.

Test, Analysis,
Demonstration

vehicle is designed to use only
commercially available APCP
propellants. The project
manager will ensure that the
launch vehicle is flown using
APCP propellants only.
The KSU-HPRT structures
team will design a launch
vehicle that is single stage.
The KSU-HPRT Flight
Performance / Electronics Team
will select a solid motor using
requirement 2.12 as a
parameter.
The KSU-HPRC will provide
all required documentation and
follow this requirement if a
pressure vessel is to be selected.

The KSU-HPRT Flight
Performance / Electronics Team
will work with the Structures
Team to ensure that the launch
vehicle is designed to have a
minimum stability margin of
2.0.
The KSU-HPRT Structures
Team will design the launch
vehicle in a way that ensures
any structural perturbance is
located aft of the center of
gravity.
The KSU-HPRT Flight
Performance / Electronics Team
will work with the Structures
team to ensure that the launch

NASA SL 2.17 All teams will
successfully launch and recover a
subscale model of their rocket prior to
CDR. Subscales are not required to be
high power rockets. 2.17.1. The subscale
should resemble and perform as
similarly as possible to the full-scale
model; however, the full-scale model
will not be used as the subscale. 2.17.2.
The subscale model will carry an
altimeter capable of recording the
model’s apogee altitude. 2.17.3. The
subscale rocket must be a newly
designed rocket, designed specifically
for this year’s project. 2.17.4 Proof of a
successful flight shall be supplied in the
CDR report. Altimeter data output may
be used to meet this requirement.
NASA SL 2.18.1 All teams Will
complete demonstration flights as
outlined below. 2.18.1. Vehicle
Demonstration Flight - All teams will
successfully launch and recover their
full-scale rocket prior to FRR in its final
flight configuration. The rocket flown
must be the same rocket to be flown on
launch day. The purpose of the Vehicle
Demonstration Flight is to validate the
launch vehicle’s stability, structural
integrity, recovery systems, and the
team’s ability to prepare the launch
vehicle for flight. A successful flight is
defined as a launch in which all
hardware is functioning properly (i.e.
drogue chute at apogee, main chute at
the intended lower altitude, functioning
tracking devices, etc.). The following
criteria must be met during the full-scale
demonstration flight
NASA SL 2.18.1.1. The vehicle and
recovery system will have functioned as
designed.

Test, Analysis,
Demonstration

vehicle achieves a minimum
rail exit velocity of 52 fps.
The KSU-HPRT Project
Manager and President will
ensure that the team launches a
subscale model of the launch
vehicle prior to submitting the
CDR. The Structures Team will
ensure that the subscale launch
vehicle adheres to the
requirements listed in 2.12.1-4.

Test,
Demonstration

The KSU-HPRT project
manager will ensure that the
team has completed the Vehicle
Demonstration Flight prior to
submission of the FRR. Criteria
for success will be defined as
the project develops but will
include at a minimum 2.18.1.19.

Test,
Demonstration

The KSU-HPRT Project
Manager will verify that the
launch vehicles recovery
system has performed as

NASA SL 2.18.1.2. The full-scale rocket
must be newly constructed and
specifically designed for this year’s
project.
NASA SL 2.18.1.3. The payload does
not have to be flown during the full-scale
vehicle demonstration flight. If the
payload is not flown, mass simulators
must be used to simulate the payload
mass.
NASA SL 2.18.1.4. If the payload
changes the external surfaces of the
rocket (such as with camera housings or
external probes) or manages the total
energy of the vehicle, those systems will
be active during the full-scale Vehicle
Demonstration Flight.
NASA SL 2.18.1.5. Teams shall fly the
launch day motor for the Vehicle
Demonstration Flight. The team may
request a waiver for the use of an
alternative motor in advance if the home
launch field cannot support the full
impulse of the launch day motor or in
other extenuating circumstances (such as
weather).
NASA SL 2.18.1.6. The vehicle must be
flown in its fully ballasted configuration
during the full-scale test flight. Fully
ballasted refers to the same amount of
ballast that will be flown during the
launch day flight. Additional ballast may
not be added without a re-flight of the
full-scale launch vehicle.
NASA SL 2.18.1.7. After successfully
completing the full-scale demonstration
flight, the launch vehicle or any of its
components will not be modified without
the concurrence of the NASA Range
Safety Officer (RSO).
NASA SL 2.18.1.8. Proof of a successful
flight shall be supplied in the FRR
report. Altimeter data output is required
to meet this requirement

Demonstration

Test,
Demonstration

Demonstration

designed prior to submission of
the FRR.
The KSU-HPRT Structures
Team will design a newly
constructed full-scale rocket for
this year’s project.
The KSU-HPRT Structures
Team will ensure that if they
payload is not flown; the
payload will be simulated in the
same location that the payload
is designed to be.
The KSU-HPRT Project
Manager will verify that all
planned external surfaces will
be active during the Vehicle
Demonstration Flight.

Test,
Demonstration

The KSU-HPRT Project
Manager will verify that the
launch day motor is used for the
Vehicle Demonstration Flight.

Test,
Demonstration

The KSU-HPRT Structures
Team will ensure that the
launch vehicle flown during the
full-scale test flight is fully
ballasted.

Test,
Demonstration

The KSU-HPRT Project
Manager will ensure that the
launch vehicle and its
components are not modified
post full-scale demonstration
flight.
The KSU-HPRT Project
Manager will include the data
from the onboard altimeters in
the report.

Test,
Demonstration

NASA SL 2.18.1.9 Vehicle
Demonstration
Demonstration flights must be completed
by the FRR submission deadline. No
exceptions will be made. If the Student
Launch office determines that a Vehicle
Demonstration Re-flight is necessary,
then an extension may be granted. THIS
EXTENSION IS ONLY VALID FOR
RE-FLIGHTS, NOT FIRST TIME
FLIGHTS. Teams completing a required
re-flight must submit an FRR Addendum
by the FRR Addendum deadline.
NASA SL 2.18.2. Payload
Test,
Demonstration Flight - All teams will
Demonstration
successfully launch and recover their
full-scale rocket containing the
completed payload prior to the Payload
Demonstration Flight deadline. The
rocket flown must be the same rocket to
be flown on launch day. The purpose of
the Payload Demonstration Flight is to
prove the launch vehicle’s ability to
safely retain the constructed payload
during flight and to show that all aspects
of the payload perform as designed. A
successful flight is defined as a launch in
which the rocket experiences stable
ascent and the payload is fully retained
until it is deployed (if applicable) as
designed. The following criteria must be
met during the Payload Demonstration
Flight: 2.18.2.1. The payload must be
fully retained until the intended point of
deployment (if applicable), all retention
mechanisms must function as designed,
and the retention mechanism must not
sustain damage requiring repair.
2.18.2.2. The payload flown must be the
final, active version. 2.18.2.3. If the
above criteria are met during the original
Vehicle Demonstration Flight, occurring
prior to the FRR deadline and the
information is included in the FRR
package, the additional flight and FRR
Addendum are not required. 2.18.2.4.
Payload Demonstration Flights must be

The KSU-HPRT Project
Manager and President will
ensure that the project adheres
to the timeline to complete this
requirement on schedule.

The KSU-HPRT Project
Manager and President will
ensure that the Payload
Demonstration Flight occurs
prior to the Payload
Demonstration Flight deadline.
The Structures Team Lead will
ensure that requirements
2.12.2.1-4 are met.

completed by the FRR Addendum
deadline. NO EXTENSIONS WILL BE
GRANTED.
NASA SL 2.19. An FRR Addendum will
be required for any team completing a
Payload Demonstration Flight or NASA
required Vehicle Demonstration Reflight after the submission of the FRR
Report. 2.19.1. Teams required to
complete a Vehicle Demonstration ReFlight and failing to submit the FRR
Addendum by the deadline will not be
permitted to fly the vehicle at launch
week. 2.19.2. Teams who successfully
complete a Vehicle Demonstration Flight
but fail to qualify the payload by
satisfactorily completing the Payload
Demonstration Flight requirement will
not be permitted to fly the payload at
launch week. 2.19.3. Teams who
complete a Payload Demonstration
Flight which is not fully successful may
petition the NASA RSO for permission
to fly the payload at launch week.
Permission will not be granted if the
RSO or the Review Panel have any
safety concerns.
NASA SL 2.20. The team’s name and
launch day contact information shall be
in or on the rocket airframe as well as in
or on any section of the vehicle that
separates during flight and is not tethered
to the main airframe. This information
shall be included in a manner that allows
the information to be retrieved without
the need to open or separate the vehicle.
NASA SL 2.21. All Lithium Polymer
batteries will be sufficiently protected
from impact with the ground and will be
brightly colored, clearly marked as a fire
hazard, and easily distinguishable from
other payload hardware.
NASA SL 2.22.1. The launch vehicle
will not utilize forward canards. Camera
housings will be exempted, provided the
team can show that the housing(s) causes

Demonstration

The KSU-HPRT Project
Manager will ensure that proper
NASA SL protocol regarding
FRR Addendum material is
followed.

Demonstration

The KSU-HPRT Structures
Team Lead will ensure that the
team’s name and contact
information are listed on the
launch vehicle as detailed in
requirement 2.20.

Demonstration

The KSU-HPRT Flight
Performance / Electronics Team
lead and Safety Officer will
ensure that all Lithium Polymer
batteries follow requirement
2.21.
The KSU-HPRT will use the
requirements listed in 2.22.1. as
design parameters during the
initial design. The Project

Demonstration

minimal aerodynamic effect on the
rocket’s stability. 2.22.2. The launch
vehicle will not utilize forward firing
motors. 2.22.3. The launch vehicle will
not utilize motors that expel titanium
sponges (Sparky, Skidmark, MetalStorm,
etc.) 2.22.4. The launch vehicle will not
utilize hybrid motors. 2.22.5. The launch
vehicle will not utilize a cluster of
motors. 2.22.6. The launch vehicle will
not utilize friction fitting for motors.
2.22.7. The launch vehicle will not
exceed Mach 1 at any point during flight.
2.22.8. Vehicle ballast will not exceed
10% of the total unballasted weight of
the rocket as it would sit on the pad (i.e.
a rocket with an unballasted weight of 40
lbs. on the pad may contain a maximum
of 4 lbs. of ballast). 2.22.9.
Transmissions from onboard transmitters
will not exceed 250 mW of power (per
transmitter). 2.22.10 Transmitters will
not create excessive interference. Teams
will utilize unique frequencies,
handshake/passcode systems, or other
means to mitigate interference caused to
or received from other teams. 2.22.11.
Excessive and/or dense metal will not be
utilized in the construction of the
vehicle. Use of lightweight metal will be
permitted but limited to the amount
necessary to ensure structural integrity of
the airframe under the expected
operating stresses.

Manager, Safety Officer, and
President will ensure that all
requirements are adhered to
prior to submitting any reports
or any launch vehicle related
activities.

7.1.3 Recovery Requirements

Recovery Requirements

Method

Verification

NASA SL 3.1. The launch vehicle will
stage the deployment of its recovery
devices, where a drogue parachute is
deployed at apogee, and a main parachute
is deployed at a lower altitude. Tumble or
streamer recovery from apogee to main
parachute deployment is also permissible,
provided that kinetic energy during
drogue stage descent is reasonable, as
deemed by the RSO.
NASA SL 3.2. Each team must perform a
successful ground ejection test for both
the drogue and main parachutes. This
must be done prior to the initial subscale
and full-scale launches.

Test,
Demonstration

Demonstration

NASA SL 3.3. Each independent section
Test,
of the launch vehicle will have a
Demonstration
maximum kinetic energy of 75 ft-lbf at
landing.
NASA SL 3.4. The recovery system will
Demonstration
contain redundant, commercially available
altimeters. The term “altimeters” includes
both simple altimeters and more
sophisticated flight computers.
NASA SL 3.5. Each altimeter will have a
dedicated power supply, and all recovery
electronics will be powered by
commercially available batteries.

Demonstration

NASA SL 3.6. Each altimeter will be
armed by a dedicated mechanical arming
switch that is accessible from the exterior
of the rocket airframe when the rocket is
in the launch configuration on the launch
pad.
NASA SL 3.7. Each arming switch will
be capable of being locked in the ON
position for launch (i.e. cannot be
disarmed due to flight forces).

Demonstration

Demonstration

The KSU-HPRT Structures team
will design a recovery system that
deploys a drogue parachute at
apogee and a main parachute at 600
ft AGL. The sizes of the parachute
will ensure that each portion of the
launch vehicle does not exceed a
maximum kinetic energy of 75ftIbf. The launch vehicle will not
utilize a motor ejection charge.
The KSU-HPRT will conduct
ground testing of the ejection
charges prior to completion of the
first sub-scale flight for the subscale
model, and the full-scale flight for
the full-scale model.
The KSU-HPRT recovery system
will be designed using this
parameter to ensure this
requirement is met.
Each altimeter will be powered by
its own battery in order to be
redundant. Each system will also
contain 2 charges, one for deploying
the drogue parachute and one for
deploying the main parachute for a
total of 4 charges.
The recovery system will be
powered by its own battery source
and will be independent of any
other electronics to satisfy this
requirement.
The KSU-HPRT Structures team
will ensure that the recovery
electronics are accessible from the
exterior of the launch vehicle while
it is in launch configuration on the
pad.
The team will utilize rotary
switches that cannot be disarmed
due to flight forces.

NASA SL 3.8. The recovery system
electrical circuits will be completely
independent of any payload electrical
circuits.
NASA SL 3.9. Removable shear pins will
be used for both the main parachute
compartment and the drogue parachute
compartment.
NASA SL 3.10. The recovery area will be
limited to a 2,500 ft. radius from the
launch pads.

Demonstration

The recovery system will be
designed so that it is independent of
any other electronic systems.

Inspection

The KSU-HPRT Structures team
will design the launch vehicle in a
manner that utilizes shear pins.

Demonstration,
Inspection

NASA SL 3.11. Descent time will be
limited to 90 seconds (apogee to touch
down).

Test, Analysis,
Demonstration,
Inspection

NASA SL 3.12. An electronic tracking
device will be installed in the launch
vehicle and will transmit the position of
the tethered vehicle or any independent
section to a ground receiver.

Demonstration

NASA SL 3.12.1. Any rocket section or
payload component, which lands
untethered to the launch vehicle, will
contain an active electronic tracking
device.
NASA SL 3.12.2. The electronic tracking
device(s) will be fully functional during
the official flight on launch day.

Demonstration,
Inspection

The KSU-HPRT Flight
Performance / Electronics team will
ensure that the recovery system
keeps the recovery area within the
2,500 ft radius.
The KSU-HPRT Flight
Performance / Electronics team will
ensure that the recovery system
limits the descent time to a
maximum of 90 seconds.
The KSU-HPRT Flight
Performance / Electronics team will
ensure that the launch vehicle
includes a recovery tracker. The
tracker must be kept separate from
other recovery electronics.
The KSU-HPRT Flight
Performance / Electronics team will
ensure that all untethered
components contain a tracker.

NASA SL 3.13. The recovery system
electronics will not be adversely affected
by any other on-board electronic devices
during flight (from launch until landing).

Test, Inspection

NASA SL 3.13.1. The recovery system
altimeters will be physically located in a
separate compartment within the vehicle
from any other radio frequency
transmitting device and/or magnetic wave
producing device.

Demonstration

Demonstration,
Inspection

The KSU-HPRT project manager
will ensure that the electronic
tracking device is on and functional
during launch day.
The Recovery electronics will be
designed so that they are in a
sperate bay from all other
electronics. This will help prevent
unwanted signals from adversely
effecting recovery performance.
The Recovery electronics will be
designed so that they are in a
sperate bay from all other
electronics. This will help prevent
unwanted signals from adversely
effecting recovery performance.

7.1.4 Payload Requirements

Payload Requirements

Method

Verification

NASA SL 4.1. All payload designs must
be approved by NASA. NASA reserves
the authority to require a team to modify
or change a payload, as deemed necessary
by the Review Panel, even after a
proposal has been awarded.

Demonstration, The KSU-HPRT Payload Team will
Inspection
ensure that the design is approved by
NASA prior to construction of the
payload

NASA SL 4.3.1. The launch vehicle will
be launched from the NASA-designated
launch area using the provided Launch
pad. All hardware utilized at the recovery
site must launch on or within the launch
vehicle.
NASA SL 4.3.2. Five recovery areas will
be located on the surface of the launch
field. Teams may recover a sample from
any of the recovery areas. Each recovery
site will be at least 3 ft in diameter and
contain sample material extending from
ground level to at least 2 in. below the
surface.

Demonstration

NASA SL 4.3.3. The recovered ice
sample will be a minimum of 10
milliliters (mL).

Demonstration, The KSU-HPRT Payload Team will
Inspection
design the payload so that it can
recover a minimum of 10mL of
simulated ice.
Demonstration The KSU-HPRT Payload Team will
ensure that the payload can travel a
minimum of 10 ft while carrying the
sample mentioned in 4.3.3.
Analysis,
The KSU-HPRT Project Manager and
Demonstration Safety Officer will ensure that all FAA
and NAR rules and regulations are
followed.
Test, Analysis, The KSU-HPRT Payload Team will
Demonstration not design a payload that utilizes
energetics once the launch vehicle has
landed.

NASA SL 4.3.4. Once the sample is
recovered, it must be stored and
transported at least 10 linear ft from the
recovery area.
NASA SL 4.3.5. Teams must abide by all
FAA and NAR rules and regulations.
NASA SL 4.3.6. Black Powder and/or
similar energetics are only permitted for
deployment of in-flight recovery systems.
Any ground deployments must utilize
mechanical systems.

Demonstration

The KSU-HPRT Structures Team will
ensure that the launch vehicle is
designed to use the NASA provided
launch pad. It will also be designed so
that all recovery hardware will remain
within the launch vehicle.
The KSU-HPRT Payload Team
acknowledges that the payload will be
required to travel to a recovery area to
collect a sample.

NASA SL 4.3.7. Any part of the payload
or vehicle that is designed to be deployed,
whether on the ground or in the air, must
be fully retained until it is deployed as
designed.
NASA SL 4.4.1. Any experiment element
that is jettisoned during the recovery
phase will receive real-time RSO
permission prior to initiating the jettison
event.
NASA SL 4.4.2. Unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) payloads, if designed to be
deployed during descent, will be tethered
to the vehicle with a remotely controlled
release mechanism until the RSO has
given permission to release the UAV.

Demonstration

N/A

The KSU-HPRT Payload Team will
ensure that any UAV designed will
contain a tether holding it to the
launch vehicle until the Safety Officer
has received permission from the
RSO.

NASA SL 4.4.3. Teams flying UAVs will
abide by all applicable FAA regulations,
including the FAA’s Special Rule for
Model Aircraft (Public Law 112-95
Section 336; see
https://www.faa.gov/uas/faqs).
NASA SL 4.4.4. Any UAV weighing
more than .55 lbs. will be registered with
the FAA and the registration number
marked on the vehicle.

N/A

The KSU-HPRT Safety Officer will
educate the team on FAA regulations
relating to unmanned aircraft. The
Safety Officer will also enforce these
regulations.

N/A

The KSU-HPRT Payload Team will
ensure that a UAV weighing more
than .55 lbs is registered with the FAA
prior to a flight.

Demonstration

The KSU-HPRT Payload Team will
design the payload so that it is fully
retained until deployed as designed.
The payload will also contain a
redundant retention system.
The KSU-HPRT Safety Officer will
ensure that the team receives real time
NASA RSO permission prior to
jettisoning a payload.

7.1.5 Payload Requirements

Safety Requirements

Method

NASA SL 5.1. Each team will use a
launch and safety checklist. The final
checklists will be included in the FRR
report and used during the Launch
Readiness Review (LRR) and any launch
day operations.
NASA SL 5.2. Each team must identify a
student safety officer who will be
responsible for all items in section 5.3.

Analysis,
Demonstration

NASA SL 5.3. The role and
responsibility of the safety officer will
include but are not limited to: 5.3.1.

Solutions

The KSU-HPRT has already created
a preliminary checklist based on
previous years experiences. The
checklist will be modified and
updated to adhere to this year’s
competition requirements.
Demonstration The KSU-HPRT Safety Officer is
Nicholas Stahl, and he will assume
responsibility for following section
5.3.
Analysis,
The KSU-HPRT Safety Officer is an
Demonstration, integral part in the design, assembly,
Inspection
and testing of the launch
vehicle/payload. The Safety Officer

Monitor team activities with an emphasis
on Safety during: 5.3.1-9
- Design of the vehicle and
payload
- Construction of the vehicle
and payload
- Assembly of the vehicle and
payload
- Ground testing of the vehicle
and payload
- Subscale launch test(s)
- Full-Scale launch test(s)
- Launch day
- Recovery activities
- STEM engagement activities
NASA SL 5.3.2 Implement procedures
developed by the team for construction,
assembly, launch, and recovery activities.

works diligently to ensure all team
members have access to proper PPE
and information about anything that
may harm them. The Safety Officer
participates in all KSU-HPRC events
and holds officer status equal to the
other team leaders.

Demonstration

NASA SL 5.3.3 Manage and maintain
current revisions of the team’s hazard
analysis, failure modes analyses,
procedures, and MSDS chemical
inventory data.

Analysis,
Demonstration

NASA SL 5.3.4 Assist in the writing and
development of the team’s hazard
analyses, failure modes analyses, and
procedures.

Demonstration

NASA SL 5.4. During test flights, teams
will abide by the rules and guidance of
the local rocketry club’s RSO. The
allowance of certain vehicle
configurations and/or payloads at the
NASA Student Launch does not give
explicit or implicit authority for teams to
fly those vehicle configurations and/or
payloads at other club launches. Teams
should communicate their intentions to
the local club’s President or Prefect and
RSO before attending any NAR or TRA
launch.

Demonstration

The KSU-HPRT Safety Officer
briefs the members of the team
before any team events on potential
safety hazards. The Safety Officer
also ensures proper procedures are
being followed during all team
events.
The KSU-HPRT Safety Officer
keeps current revisions of the teams
Hazard analyses, failure modes,
procedures, and MSDS chemical
inventory to ensure the safety of all
personnel involved.
The KSU-HPRT Safety Officer is a
critical component in writing new
analyses and procedures such as this
year’s UAS Standard Operating
Procedure.
The KSU-HPRT will abide by all
local laws and will follow the
guidance of the NAR/TRA mentor
and TRA RSO. The team
acknowledges that NASA SL does
not give authority for teams to fly
their launch vehicles at other club
launches.

NASA SL 5.5. Teams will abide by all
rules set forth by the FAA.

7.2

Demonstration, The KSU-HPRT will follow all rules
Inspection
provided by the FAA.

Team Derived Objectives

In addition to the NASA Student Launch requirements listen in the handbook, the KSU-HPRT
has derived a list of requirements that exceed minimum success requirements. The following
team derived requirements are broken into the categories of the requirements set forth by NASA:
vehicle, recovery, and payload requirements.
Table 18: Payload Challenges and Solutions

Payload Challenges
Requirement

Solution

The Payload will need to be deployed from
within the launch vehicle.

The team’s current proposed design will use a
parachute to deploy the rover from the body of
the launch vehicle.

The payload will need to land in an operable
orientation.

The team is going to test a variety of methods to
ensure an operable orientation. One concept
includes small parachute that will keep the
rover properly oriented during descent.
The rover will be constructed using robust
materials and will be put through strength and
durability testing prior to being flown.
The payload team will work with the structures
team to ensure that the payload is designed to
properly fit into the specified dimensions of the
payload section. This will help to install and
deploy the payload.
The Payload Team will design the payload to be
capable of navigating a wide variety of terrains.

The payload must withstand the dynamic forces
applied to it from the launch and the
deployment.
The payload must fit in the launch vehicle in an
organized and methodical manner.

The payload must travel to the designated
recovery area closest to the launch vehicles
landing sight.
The payload must collect and transport 10 ml of
a sample material.

The Payload Team has conceptualized and
drafted a ramped bucket design that deploys
and folds into the body of the rover.

Table 19: Payload Challenges and Solutions

Payload Challenges
Challenge

Solution

The Payload will need to be deployed from
within the launch vehicle.

The team’s current proposed design will use a
parachute to deploy the rover from the body of
the launch vehicle.

The payload will need to land in an operable
orientation.

The team is going to test a variety of methods to
ensure an operable orientation. One concept
includes small parachute that will keep the
rover properly oriented during descent.
The rover will be constructed using robust
materials and will be put through strength and
durability testing prior to being flown.
The payload team will work with the structures
team to ensure that the payload is designed to
properly fit into the specified dimensions of the
payload section. This will help to install and
deploy the payload.
The Payload Team will design the payload to be
capable of navigating a wide variety of terrains.

The payload must withstand the dynamic forces
applied to it from the launch and the
deployment.
The payload must fit in the launch vehicle in an
organized and methodical manner.

The payload must travel to the designated
recovery area closest to the launch vehicles
landing sight.
The payload must collect and transport 10 ml of
a sample material.

The Payload Team has conceptualized and
drafted a ramped bucket design that deploys
and folds into the body of the rover.

Table 20: Payload Challenges and Solutions

Payload Challenges
Challenge

Solution

The Payload will need to be deployed from
within the launch vehicle.

The team’s current proposed design will use a
parachute to deploy the rover from the body of
the launch vehicle.

The payload will need to land in an operable
orientation.

The team is going to test a variety of methods to
ensure an operable orientation. One concept
includes small parachute that will keep the
rover properly oriented during descent.
The rover will be constructed using robust
materials and will be put through strength and
durability testing prior to being flown.
The payload team will work with the structures
team to ensure that the payload is designed to
properly fit into the specified dimensions of the
payload section. This will help to install and
deploy the payload.

The payload must withstand the dynamic forces
applied to it from the launch and the
deployment.
The payload must fit in the launch vehicle in an
organized and methodical manner.

The payload must travel to the designated
recovery area closest to the launch vehicles
landing sight.
The payload must collect and transport 10 ml of
a sample material.

7.3

The Payload Team will design the payload to be
capable of navigating a wide variety of terrains.
The Payload Team has conceptualized and
drafted a ramped bucket design that deploys
and folds into the body of the rover.

Budgeting and Timeline
Table 21: Preliminary Parts List for Full Scale Launch Vehicle

Rocket Component

Description

Listed Price (Amount included)

Lower Body Tube

6"x48" Fiberglass Tubing

$185.00

Upper Body Tube

7.5"x48" Preglassed Phenolic Tubing

$199.99

Coupler Tubing

G12CT-6 24" Fiberglass Tubing

$117.36

3x Coupler Bulkplate

FBP6.0 Fiberglass Bulkplate

$27.00

3x Coupler Bulkhead

FCBP6.0 Fiberglass Bulkplate

$27.00

Nose Cone

7.5" Diameter Fiberglass Nose Cone

$121.79

4x Fins

FIN D-09

$80.76

Retainer assembly

75mm Motor Retainer system

$51.00

Motor Tube

16" Fiberglass Motor Tube

$27.00

Switchband

6"x3" wide Switchband

$10.00

3x Centering Rings

6"x75mm Centering Ring

$30.00

Motor

5104 Ns L2200G-P

$279.99

Main Parachute
Drogue Parachute
Total Cost
$1,156.89

Figure 14: Payload Challenges and Solutions

